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the i*r'AJbl rjvoib of ;he ce:urai ne^ou^ Axsien"1. As the spinal fie.xion-
rcilcrc ti:e^ unJer co:itir.uouj> or frequent excitation it becomes weaker
-jnd more tremulous ^nd max finally even cease altogether. But during
this fading there occur brief periods of intermission and e\en of replace-
ment by the antagonistic response of extension. Moreover the fieAion-
reflex \vhen tired is more easily interrupted than when it is fresh by the
opposite extension-reflex, if simultaneously elicited. That is to say, under
conditions of spinal "fatigue' the suppression of antagonistic responses
Is no longer so effective; consequently, inhibited movements are more
ready to break through.
Analogous
mental case
Precisely the same occurs when we are at work in some particular
field of mental activity. Antagonistic and irrelevant fields of attention
are successfully inhibited, at first without voluntary effort owing to the
affective incentive of interest but later, as spontaneous interests wane
and boredom enters, through the exercise of volition. Finally as this
"directive' activity of the uill fails through fatigue we can no longer,
despite the utmost effort, attend to the work on which concentration is
required; and ultimately we are unable to give continued attention to
any field of mental activity. Thus local boredom gives place to general
fatigue.
Loss of
control
Such failure of control over antagonistic processes, accompanied by
the tendency to "spontaneous' excitement of what had been previously
inhibited, must be recognized as one of the commonest phenomena of
what is called mental fatigue. If we have already acquired a certain skill
by the conquest of bad habits or, more generally, if we have in the past
learnt to replace old associations by new ones, it is well recognized that
in a state of mental fatigue those old habits or associations, no longer
suppressed by inhibition, will once again make their appearance in place
of the later ones. Thus mental fatigue will give rise to loss of skill, to
failure of recent memory, and hence to accidents; and, especially in its
pathological form, conflicts and complexes previously suppressed from
consciousness will no longer be subject to the now fatigued higher
inhibition.
Initial
facilitated
response
Effect of rest A very brief period of rest proves sufficient for well-marked, although
incomplete, recovery of the tired spinal reflex; its condition may there-
fore be reasonably attributed to a kind of synaptic 'block*. On the other
hand, prolonged mental activity in a particular field of work causes more
profound changes and needs for its restoration a longer period of rest
or sleep; although, if it has not been too strenuous, a mere change of
mental work, signifying perhaps relief from boredom, will suffice. More-
over, immediately after such rests or changes an initial loss of efficiency
is inevitably incurred by the need once more to 'settle down* again to
original working conditions—to 'get into our stride' again, as it were.
When we turn to the effects of continued or repeated stimulation of
the flexor area in the cerebral cortex we find, as in the spinal flexion-
reflex, that ultimately it fails to yield any response. But at first repeated
cortical stimulation results in a facilitated increasing response, then in

